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Double £ billion month!  
MCI r ☁mhoese

Syntegra
The sy amc lukewath business 0187

We have looked fonNard for so many years to the time
when the UK might have a major ☜world ranking☝ SCSI
company of its own. This month it looks as we are finally
going to get it.

On the 3rd Nov., BT announced a $20 billion bid for MCI.
Along with this came the announcement that BT☂s system
integration activity - Syntegra - would be merged with
MCI Systemhouse underAmen☁can CEO Scott Ross. You
may remember that MCI purchased Canadian SHL
Systemhouse in Sept. 95 for $1 b. Their last declared
European revenues were £650m in the year to 31st Aug.
95. In the UK, SHL Systemhouse had revenues of c£75m
- but this had almost doubled in the last year as a result of
the acquisitions of Planning Consultancy and the FM
activities of PCL.
After a pretty lacklustre performance since 1990 when
revenues always seemed to be ☜around £200m☝. Syntegra
has also had a busy 1996. They bought Europe
lnformatique and Dutch Ftijhaave as well as announcing
JVs in the Far East, Australia and Japan. These will have
boosted Syntegra to a run rate in excess of £300m p.a.

We understand that the opportunity will be taken to throw
in some other SCSI bits of BT and MCI. So (assuming the
BT/MCI deal goes through) the UK will now own a SCSI
company with worldwide revenues in excess of $2 billion
and within sight of the Top Ten ranks of SCSI companies
in the world.
However the merger, we are sure, will not be without its
pain. SHL Systemhouse is one of the largest PC resellers
in Canada and has tried to replicate that position In the
UK with its PC reseller and support operations. But this
does look increasingly illogical within an telecomms
organisation dedicated to "communications intense
systems integration" mainly for large international
operations. Although Syntegrahas much greater focus,
its track record (until 1996) was mediocre. We would not
be at all surprised to see some major management
changes.
But, given that (in Sir Peter Boniield) BT has a very ☜SCSI-
friendly" CEO, the new grouping could quickly establish
its presence. A few even medium-sized acquisitions and
the UK could easily own one oi the largest systems
integrators in the world. That☂s something we have waited
far, far too long to see.
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SEMA 1' GROUP
Another 21b first this month. Sema☂s share price has
climbed to and Nov. on 950p which equates to a market
cap. of £1,056m - the first time an SCSI company quoted
on the London Stock Exchange has broken the £1 b barrier.
We have had the debate over the ownership of Sema on
many occasions. At this juncture, just remember that there
is as much Sema equity owned by UK shareholders as
by the French.

The event which finally pushed Sema over £1 b was the
purchase of the remaining 50% stake in France
Telecomm☁s TELIS systems integration operation for a
rather low 23m. Although TELIS had lost c£8m in the six
months to 30th June 96. it had revenues of over £100m
in 1995 and no debt...indeed we understand there might
even be some cash there! We sense a political sell off, as
France Telecomm helps France meet the single currency
criteria. In any event, it clearly looks a bargain basement
deal for Sema...hence the share price rise.
Elsewhere
Misys has bought Frustum in the US for £37m (see p7)
boosting Misys market cap. to £844m at the end of Nov.
N 'th . .W W' The rise, fall and risesignificant
u s of Sema Group plc
revenues,
can a US
quote be
too far
a w a y ?
Perhaps

Misys will
then break

the £1b
barriertoo.

And all in a
m o n t h

w h e n

L o g l c a
(£541 m),
c M G
(£545m)
and Sage
(£542m) all comfortany exceeded the £500m barrier.
Our cup runneth over!
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Firstpoint confirms TPM decline
The list of woe in the TPM sector got ever longer this
month with Stratagem's announcement that Flrstpoint
had lost £669K in the year to 31 st Aug. 96 (profit of £1.5m
in FY95). "Several competitors had left the market
although, unfortunately, not before depressing market

prices☝...now who could they mean? A "modest profit" is
expected in the current year "by a combination of

increased selling effort and stringent control of costs☝.

Network Technologies meets expectations
Network Technologies was a new AIM issue at 114p in
July 96. The prospectus forecast PBT of not less than
£33m in the year to 30th Sept. 96 - and they achieved
£3.335m.
NT designs and builds systems to link office systems
together. We had originally excluded them because of their
high hardware content. However, most of the latest
developments - like the recently launched Internet printing
product - is software based.
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Logica and the internet
There are many things we like about Dr. Martin Read CEO
at Logica...the main one is that he listens.

Now we do not wish to claim any credit for Logica's
success or detract from Read☂s contribution in any way,
but there is a marked link between the main discussion
point at each of our six monthly meetings and subsequent

actions. Last time we spent most of the meeting discussing
SCSI companies☂ inability to understand how the Internet
was going to affect them and theircustomers. So we were
delighted this month to read that Logica had entered into
a JV with Open Market to resell their Internet-based
electronic commerce systems.

cede buys and-is Bullish:

    



Lorien ☜Caster has a lot to learn☝
Lorien had the ☜honour☝ of being the first SCSI issue on
AIM back in July 95. The 100p share price equated to a
market cap. of £5.5m. Since then, Lorien has been about
the best AIM performer around (although it now intends
to move to the main market) - ending Nov. on 344p. Market
capitalisation, due to rights issues to fund acquisitions (the
most notable being of P-E International (from Cray for
£11m incl. property), has risen even higher to £39m.
This month, we were ☁phoned by Justin Marozzi of the FT
for our comments on the incentive package for newly

appointed CEO Malcolm Costerwhich could earn him £5m
it Lorien manages a 020% pa. EPS growth overthe next
three years. We were reported as saying that "as the sector
is alreadyachieving 20% p.a. earnings growth organically☝,
the target seemed ☜fairly pedestrian☝.

Coster was a senior VP at Unisys and had apparently
taken a pay cut from his Unisys package of 1☁between

£500K and £1m" to just £125K at Lorien. He had also
given up his chauffeundriven car. ☜I travelled on the tube
for the rst time yesterday, which I regard as a bit of a
hardship. The Northern Line was bloody dirty" he told the ~ '
FT.
We then started to feel really sorry for Caster. This
remorse increased when Coster ☁phoned us asking for
further insight into the industry. ("Lorien is a Richard
Ha/way customer, Mr. Caster". "I have a lot to learn

here,..not least which research we buy☝).

Lorien has two main areas of business - IT staff agency/

recruitment and, with P-E, management consultancy. If

Coster cannot make at least a 20% growth in the IT agency
market in the years up to 2000, he doesn't even deserve
his salary let alone his bonus. We accept that getting such
growth out of P-E might be a little more difficult. We think

Lorien now needs to add an outsourcing ☜third leg" to make
the business rather more stable.
At the same time Lorien appointed Bert Morris as a non-
exec. Although best known as the Dep. CEO at the Nat
West, many readers will know him better as a director of
Regent Associates and the enigmatic MC of their
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BULL prospers...particularly in services
Bull Information Systems in the UK and Ireland increased
revenues by 11 "/o to £248m in 03. On the surface that looks
unexceptional. But remember Bull lost its BT contract to
Computacenter in late 1995. Bull had been the principal
supplier of PCs to ET for many years. Bull will not disclose
how much revenue they lost as a result but we reckon it
was around £35m p.a. For Bull to have made up the shortfall
AND grow by 11% is pretty good going.

Yet again it is services which have been the star. Integris
claims a 234% increase in 03, helped by the Chessington
contract. Integris is on course to repon revenues of over
£50m in 1996 (up from £21m in 1995). New outsourcing
contracts ♥ like the AM deals at Sedgwicks and Eastern
Electricity - and ☜four deals we hope to announce shortly☝
should boost lntegris☂ revenues to over £75m in 1997.
The Jan. 96 acquisition of Cara in lreland has "outperformed
expectations☝. Bull now has around 300 staff in Ireland. It
helped Bull toboost Sl revenues by 61% and customer
services by 27%. We think CEO Richard Snook is justified
in claiming "Bull UKand Ireland is one ofthe success stories
of the industry☝.

BULL also announced that a further 5% of its equity would
be privatised soon - bringing the FT & French Govt. share
down to <50%.
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it all looks very bright. But Lynx shares actually fell 4% this m
1996150 far. But readers should note that the current cap Se
and represents a modest 17: historic PIE

Cadcentre joined Druid (see p10) as the second SCSI main market float this month. Priced at 200p
~ equating to a market cap. of £33.4m and a P/E of 25 - share dealings will commence on 5th Dec. 96.
Cadcentre is a ☜leading supplier ofcomputer aided design systems forprocess plant☝. The prospectus
shows it to be a ☜strong number two☝ to lntergraph in the markets it serves. lntergraph reported
losses of $45m (on revenues of $1 .1b) in 95 and similar for 1996 to date.

Cadcentre☁s products are used by more than ☜300 customers in 40 countries"
and, we are delighted to see, ☜over 40% of revenues are contractuallyC
recurring".

Cadcentre was set up bythe Govt. in 1967 to exploit the links between
Cambridge University and the private sector. It was the subject of a £7m 3i.
1994. Si. (38%) and Cambridge University (13%) hold a slight majority withdirectors
the remainder. Since then results have been good rather than spectacular. In the
revenues were up 19% at £14.2m (most earned outside the UK) and PBT tripled to
results in 1995 were depressed by several "one offs".
The float value of £33m equates to nearly 5-times the MEG value just 2 years ago although nancial performance is
roughly similar. But, unlikeother privatisations at the time, Cadcentre is unlikely to be the subject of windfall tax!

☁We knowyou don☂t usually cover "product" launches but☁the bunch IS it April 15! already?
ofMAXIM-aibusiness process knplementation service ☁ by ☁ roup Along with the news of the UK getting its first
is another trendsetter☝. note from Fl Grouptoaip'ham ☜away; ' ; ' . ' ; $2b SCSI company (p1) comes an even more
Troubte☁ is we seem to remember coilean (some even sigh unbelievable story. Open Systems - US
suggesting) l☂s innovative AM services (MAINQTAY) 3a umber at. accountancy software group - is to float on AIM

years ago. We didn't cover product launches then sit) rt Frankly it in Dec., and move its Ha to London. c£2m
seems like another ☜sticktothe {midi/7☁93 don☂tdoanythmgtooexei ng☂f will be raised and a market cap. of £10m is
Ft-type winner to us. Fl embracing the Gap avtypeotbtisinessmus't expected.
surely be good for everyone . not? least shareholderst' ut We Open Systems - and its Traverse product -was
probath too biased towards both Pt and Capttaby new; bought from Unisys in 1990.
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ETC has acquired "ailing" network distributor Data
Translation Networking. Pearson plc has acquired
Telecomeuropa (a newsletter publisher) for £2.1m.
At long last. Easynet has "exchanged contracts"to acquire
UK Onllne for £75OK (£580K now, rest in 1997). This will
add a further 4000 Internet access subscribers. Online lost
£977K in the 9 months to 30th Sept. 96 and had net liabilities
of £1 2K. Dixons has acquired DN Computer Services plc

for £9.7m. DNCS provides computers and supplies via mail

order to the corporate sector. Integra (consultancy and IT

training) has acquired QAC Quality Assurance Systems.
Comms consultancy Smythe Domard Lambert has been
bought byUS Omnicom Group. Sanderson Electronics
has acquired Clegg Drlscoll Consultants Pty Ltd of
Australia for £215K in shares and the 30% equity it did not
own in Sanderson CBT for £2OOK in shares. Parity has
acquired TPI GmbH for £500K cash. TPI had revenue of
DM4.7m and PET of DM600K in 1995. 680 (UK) has sold
its cabling business to Data CommunicationsAssociates

(UK) Ltd.
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cmLink-Up
CRT has wasted no time in announcing its first acquisition
since ET invested £109m for a 51% stake in Aug. 96. It is
to acquire Link-Up Services (LU P), a recruitment company,
for £6m in cash. LUP had revenues of £14.2m and ☜pro t,
after adjusting for excess shareholders remuneration, of

approx. £600K"in the year to 31st May 96. ☜Reported PET
was £200K☝.
LUP when combined with CRT☁s LINK Recruitment Services
(no connection) ☜will have more than 3,000 temporary IT

staff on contract☜.
More - and larger - acquisitions are expected soon.

Delphi in placing and purchase
Delphi announced a £7.3m placing at 610p as well as the
acquisition of a "US chonsultancy and ITstaff agency for
c$2.6m cash☝. The company has revenues of $4.8m and
GP of $300K in 1995. Delphi also said it is ☜in the early
stages of negotiating two other small acquisitions, one in
the UK the other on the Continent".

Much troubled Clinical Computing. a new issue at 124p
in Feb. 94, has announced a placing/open offer atjust 29p
to raise £2.1m.

  

Misys buys in US
Misys has this month consummated its biggest
acquisition since the £195m purchase of ACT in Feb. 95
by purchasing Frustum Group Inc. for a max of £37.2m
in cash - £28.2m now and a £9m "long term incentive".
Frustum develops treasury management software for
banks where its main product is MS based OPlCS -
currently used by 26, mainly US banks. ☜On the basis of
accounting policies usedby Misys☝, Frustum had revenues
of £10.6m and PET of £3.5m in the year to 31st Aug. 96 -
so the historic 16 P/E is reasonable these days.
The deal seems to make a lot of sense. It extends Misys☂
leadership in the international banking marketplace where
OPlCS seems ☜entirer complementary to the existing
business☝ and also boosts Misys☜ presence in the US
market- where Frustum makes 75% of its revenues.
The more international/US revenue Misys can get the
better. We see Misys becoming a candidate for a NASDAQ

listing which would do wonders forthe UK shar ☁

 

  

  

Macro 4 is the only UK company which could justify a
System House Bon'ngAward but we have refused to award
them one on the basis that they are....frankly really boring!
They have the funds but have missed so many
opportunities. This month they have committed the
ultimate sin (in our books) by appointing SBC Warburg to
buy back another 5% of their shares.They cannotthink of
a better way to use £5m of their l£17m cash mountain. It
didn☂t work the last time they did it. Macro 4 shares had
hit a high of 663p in 1993. Since then EPS growth has
been minimal and the share price ended Nov. 96 on 498p.
Conversely our SCSI Index has risen by 70% in the same
period. So perhaps Terry Kelly should have done a Mike
Tllbrook (see MMT review on p2) and invested in the UK
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Research Machines plc
Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1988
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Azlan ☜The number one provider of equipment,
training and support services for network computing
systems in Europe "

So claimed Azlan's CEO Christian Martin when
announcing their acquisition of Akam - a Dutch-based
☜network computing training, product distributor and
consultancy☝. Consideration is £22.6m + £7m performance

I☁ related = £29.6m. In addition Azlan will refinance £2.5m
of Akam's debt. Akam had revenues of £26.6m and
☜operating profit☝ of £9.8m in the year to 31 st Dec. 95.
The price therefore seems very reasonable.
To fund this Azlan also announced a 3-for-10 rights issue
at 620p to raise £48.5m net. The remainder of the funds
will be used to reduce debt (net debt was £12.3m at 4th
Oct. 96). Azlan☂s share price had stood at 739p just before
the announcement but has plunged to 591p since.

I ' I Azlan also announced results for the six months to 4th
Oct. 96. These disappointed some analysts although they
showed revenues up 74% at £126.5m. Organic growth
was an equally impressive 51%. PBT up 36% at £6.0m
but EPS up afairly low 10%.
Comment
Marlin quipped "this is what you advised us to do☝when
we discussed the Akam purchase. It☁s true (although the
move to services is more likely as a result of such NEDs
as Tony Robinson, MD of Cap Gemini UK). Azlan☂s training

activities already contribute 25% of the profits and Akam
will boost it to a! least 35% - 160 of Akam's 190 staff work
in services, rather than product distribution. Azlan☂s future
looks bright if, as Marlin agrees, it extends its well-focused
network services still further across Europe. This market
is one of the fastest growing in the industry where skill

1 shortages - and therefore demand and resultant margin -
' will be greatest . So Azlan☂s policy of moving to higher

margin services across Europe looks just right.
Azlan was a new issue at 230p in Nov. 93 and, ending
Nov. 96 on 591p, has provided an excellent investment.

Performance related deals?

Perhaps Leon Fa al al Cedardata (see opposite) should
note that Azlan has paid £2.7m to Ronln shareholders to
buy out the performance related element of the deal
announced only in Nov. 95. Azlan bought Flonin for£1 .45m

'_ but was to pay a further£5m based on performance targets
MRI to 1999. However, Azlan has agreed to end the

employment contracts of the sellers ahead of time. And
☜the sellers of Ronin no longer hold anyAzlan shares".

Persona
Network distributor Persona, which effectively doubled

its size a year ago by acquiring Top Log (France), put out
a statement at the beginning of Nov. that if was in
negotiation to acquire a European network distributor.
There was much speculation that this was to be Dutch
Landis which had revenues of c250m in 1995. A price of

c£15m was rumoured.
But the only formal announcement so far this month is
that Persona is to acquire Formalan SA - a Paris-based
network training company for £400K + £350K performance
related. Persona also acquired the remaining 20% of Top
Log Spaln.
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Another modest 1% SCSI Index gain hides some notable
individual changes again. Omnimedia heads the list with a
25% gain to 15p - but only as a small recoveryfrom the disasters
reported last month. Shareholders who subscribed to the rights
issue at 55p just a couple of months ago must still be turning.
Action (+23%), Parity (+21%) and new comer Mondas (+21%)
were the main gainers.

At the other end of the scale, the froth was blown away from
our "ultimate froth stock" On Demand (p3); down 35% and
now half its new issue price and ☁/5m its 224p high. Poor old
Azlan fell 21% on the rights issue and the Akam purchase
(see p8) - a little overdone perhaps?

S
_Share Price capitalisation Historic

2e/11/ee 2 28/11/96 Em

£52.80m
2231 .50m

SCSI Index
FTSE 100
Fl'SE SmailCa

Month (28/10/96 - 28/11/96) +0.88%
+170.14°/e
+193.60%
+281 .62%
+158.54%
+69.52%
+61 30%
+80.19°/u
+19.61°/e

+97.22%
+71 .47%
+87.47%
+62.46°/u
+42.29%
+1 8.48%
+32.12%
+9.78%

From 15th Apr 89
From 1st Jan 90
From tst Jan 91
From 1st Jan 92
From 1st Jan 93
From 1st Jan 94
From 1st Jan 95
From 1st Jan 96

 

  

    

  

    
  
  
  
   
  

  

  

   

  
   

   

   

   

   

  
  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  

  

    
   

   
  
  
  
  
   
   
   
  
  
   
  
   

     
   
  
   
   

  
  
   
   
  
   

  
  
  
  
  

  
  
   
   

  
   
  
  
  
  

  

   

 

    

  

  

    

   

  

  

 

  

  

Share price
☜A move

since 26/1 0/96

 

    

  

  

   

      
   

   
    
  

 

  

    

   
  
     

 

  
   
    

 

   
   
  

 

   
  

  

  
   
  
   
    
  
    
  
  

  

  
  
  
  
   
   

 

    
  
  
  
   
  
    
  
   
   
   
   

  
  
   

   
   
  
   
   
   
    
  
   

    
   
   
   
  
  
   
   

   

   

  

   

 

CSI Index
23/11/96
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since 25/10/50

 

  

   

   
    

      
    
   

 

   

  

 

   
   
   
    
   

    
   
      

 

           

 

    

   

    
        
    
    
    
   
     

       

 

    

 

        

   

   
    
    

   
    

   
   
   
   
    
    
   
     

    

     
   
    

  
        

   
    
   
   

     
    
   

    

  

   
    
       

   
    
   
   
   
   
   

   
   
   
    
   
    

   

  

    
   
    
    
   
   
   
    
    

   
    
   
   
   
  
  
   
   

   

   

 

    

 

        

   

   
    
   
   

    

   
   
   
   
    
    
   
     

    

     
    
    

   
   
     
    
    
   
     
    
   
    
    

    

   

   
    

        

    

    
   
   
   
   
   
    
   
    
     
   
     
   
    
      
        

    
   
    
   
    
   
     
     

    
    
    
   
   
    

   

   

   

 

    

 

        

   

   
    
   
   

    

   
   
   
   
    
   

    
    

 

£10.00m
£33.40!"

78.36
1 3282.74

23.40%
15.57%

1 0.47%
124.09%

Action Computer
Admiral
AFA Systems £14.50m 1212.50 4.36% 21.25% ♥£0.20m
Anita (was Cray) 俉85.40m 210.53 12.50% 43.25% £9.50m
Azlan 2161.30!" 2569.57 -20.73% 17.03% -£42.40m

Capim 俉271.90☜! 13978.98 11.76% 63.33% 228.70!"
£69.70m 2095.24 7.06% 32.53% £66.47mCederdeta

CFS £6.73m 1011.11 -1.62% 7.06% »EO.11rr|

Chemical Design £9.9srn 1 390.91 ~7.27% 39.09% -£1.34m
Clinical Computing £5.10m 241.94 -7.39% 323% -EO.43m
CMG £544.80m 2931.03 6.83% 150.35% £44.20m

£30.90m 493.62 40.77% -45.7e°/. ♥£3.70m

   

         

    

    

  
  

   

  

  

£26.20m 1372.00 -12.05% -9.26% -£3.60m
£377.40m 3072.22 10.82% 1 40.43% £36.80m
245.401☜ 3941.67 1.28% 21 5.33% £0.60m

Delphi Group 2187.80!" 2685.19 16.00% 76.35% 232.70!☜

DIVISIDn Group £26.10m 1487.50 7.21% «18.26% £1 .70m
£5.55"! 227.27 -1 36% 0.00% ~£O.17mDRS Data at Research

     

    
   
     

   
   
     
    
    
   
     
   
      

Druid 俉67.40rn 1070.91 7.09% 7.09% £4.50m

Eldos £108.70"! 8175.00 3.48% 17.97% 俉28.10"!

Electronic Data Processing £16.80m 1 974.69 0.00% -44.40% 20.00111

Fl Group £140.30m 2010.64 12.10% 101.06% £15.10m
Fiomer☁lcs £6.02m 1 807.69 -7.84% 25.00% ~20.51 m

Gresham Cumpmlng £20.90") 688. 1 7 4.07% 52.38% 20.30!"

INSTEM £7.45!" 1 520.00 -3.57% -6.36% ~20.26m

   
   
   

   
   
    
        
    

 

Intelligent Envernmgms 215.70"! 744.68 0.00% -25.53% 20.00!☜

JBA Holdings 2162.00"! 2968.75 -6.86% 21.48% -£11.90m
Kalamazoo £32.40m 3214.29 -4.26% -2.17% ~21 .40m

Kawlll £63.30m 1 970.36 5.50% 42.02% £3.30m

Laermonth & Bumhsu £24.30m 791.67 11 .76% 565.67% £2.60m
Loglca £540.70m 2332.88 6.13% 85.51% £40.60!☜
Lorlan 239.20!☜ 3440.00 -2.82% 66.1 8% -E1 .20m

Lynx Holdings £79.80m 2037.50 -3.55% 16.43% ♥£1.80m

M-R Group 俉40.00!" 327.38 42.94% 1 7.86% -E1 .407"
Macro4 2103.001☜ 2006.05 0.51% 17.61% £0.50m

MAID £225.10m 2231.62 42.63% 6.25% -俉32.60m

McDonnell is (MDIS) £40.60m 1 50.00 46.02% -4.88% -£O.70m  
   

   
   
    

     
   

   
      
   
   
    

 

Mlcro Focus £136.70m 4371.98 ♥5.48% 60.18% £7.90m

Mlcrogen £58.70m 634.62 0.00% >1 7.04% £0.00"!
Microvltec £22.80m 707.32 -7.20% 40.82% ~21 .90m
Misys £844.20m 2467.66 9.98% 74.04% £77.50"!
MMT Computing £63.10m 3184.52 -1.83% 117.48% -£0.70m
Mondae 535.46!☜ 1206.67 20.67% 20.67%: £0.94m

   

 

    

  

  

    

   
  

    
   

    
    

  
  
    

  

   
   
    
    
    

 

      
     
   
    
     
    
    
    
    
     
    
    
    
    
    
   
    
   
     
     
    
    
    
   
   
    
   
   
   
    

    
    
     
   
     
    

         
        

    
    
    
   
    
   
     
     

    
    
    
   
   
    
   

   

   

 

       
   
     
  
   
   

      

 

Moorepay £21.00m 3337.35 1 3.06% 75.32% £2.4om
MSB International £59.60m 1544.74 14.42% 54.47% £7.50m
OmniMedla £3.69m 200.00 25.00% ~76.92% £0.74rn
On Demand £25.80m 593. 1 5 434.97% 54.23% £13.80m
Oxford Molecular £218.30m 4407.50 13.61% 34.96% £26.20m
P&P £113.40m 630.04 209% -7.57% -£2.40m
Parin £154.90m 20249.92 20.90% 1 oa.29% £27.70m
Pegasus £24.30rn 1070.04 530% 57.1 4% 4:1 .3orn
Persona £74.30m 1554.33 -4.44% 6.1 6% -£3.40m
Phonellnk £38.20m 510.1 3 3.23% 57.39% meom
Proteus £25.50m 553.57 <1 8.96% -a1.25% ♥£5.20m
Quality Sohware £30.90m 525.00 1 7.20% 53.30% £4.50m
Radius £1 8.30m 47404 1.55% 23.50% £0.30m
Raga £26.70m 423.08 -1 2.00% -51.1 1 % -:a.7om
Real Time Control £13.90m 4040.52 3.74% 1 1 56% £0.90m
Rabus 259.5om 035.23 2.03% 45.45% 21.1 cm
Recognition Sys☁amg :1 6.60m 3711.57 -s.1 1 % 42.14% -E1.1 0m
RM: £7.40m 1 74.13 0.00% «15.52% £0.00m
FlM £109.00m 3500.00 3.54% 43.73% £3.50m
Rails 5 Nolan £42.20m 4017.86 233% 25.46% -§:1.20m
Romtec £4.71 rn 1445.00 -7.1e% 44.50% <£D.33m
Sane Gmup £541.80m 19423.03 4.77% 55.35% £24.7cm
Sanderson Electronics £68.30m 2812.77 43.03% 8.10% -£6.00m
Same Group £1,056.00m 2937.42 11.44% 77.24% £108.00m
Sherwood £18.30m 1 553.33 -7.77% 2.70% -£1.40m
Spargo Consulting £18.60m 2.52 1503.15 4.93% 3.13% -20.30m
Slalrwere £31.70m 7.42 1215.53 6.21% 21.56% £1.90m
Superscapo £37.80m 9.72 2272.73 -9.55% 5.1 4% ~24.00m .
Systems Integrated £6.37m 5.14 413.04 44.41% 58.70% -£1.D7m .
Total £3.05m 1 .06 575.47 -3.1 7% 45.24% -£0.10m .
Trace 23.1 7m 0.1 5 1 30.00 .1 5.09% -43.75% -£O.57m .
riled £45.20m 3.95 1359.26 11.55% 35.93% £4.80m .
Vega Group £42.50m 2.55 243552 775% 46.90% -£3.80m .
Vlnuamy £31.80m 2.47 626.47 49.32% 57.23% -£7.Eom .
Wakeboume £3.65m 0.10 33.09 1 4.29% -a.57% £0.4ern .

ss.54m 5.45 1 250.00 1 3.34% 25.00% £0.79m .
Zer o £28.10rn n/a 3.31 3123.21 3.17% 79.41 % -£O.90m £1 2.40m    
Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15m April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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snippets-u:
business did

va16%:vallh0

at avdiscojunt,
very low 33.5 expedite, PIE♥{Pattie

aKALAMAZOO
COMPUTER GROUP

Kalamazoo has reported revenues up 9% at
£35.2m, PBT up 16% at £2.3m and EPS up
2% in the six months to 30th Sept. 96.

You may recall that Kalamazoo purchased the
European Automotive Dealer System, EADS,
from Datapoint for £21.8m in May 96. This
operation contributed revenues of £4.67m

and pro ts of £307K in the period. On the
basis of continuing operations, therefore,
revenues and profits in the Computer Division
would have decreased. "The shortfall is, in
part, as a result of the sale of the TEC training
business☝(£1.2m) and a ☜one-off'sale to GM
last time around.

The Security Print division returned a £267K
profit after last year☂s £484K loss on revenues
up 11% at 29.1 m.
It looks as if the EADS purchase and the
"recovery' in the print division will be savours
of the group.
Kalamazoo shares have been static this year

but have ended Nov. down 4% at 1139".

Higherprlce than expected for Halid-
Druid (See review tast month) was anew
issue this month at 275p; equating'te a;
£62.9m market capitalisation. £3.9m Was.
raised - but iust £1.85'm net of this was new
money. The bulk went to VCs Candov'et☁a'nd v
Phoenix. -
Despite the high price, Druid was well
received ending. Nov. up 7% at 296p;

  

Rebus Revenue by Division

Housing
Management -

£1.2m
4%

Insurance Systems
- £11.77☜ HRS l -33% we☝

215.501

52%

Payroll Bureau -

El .Bm

6%
Six months to 30m Sept 96

  
   
 

Late news... (more detailed reviews next month)
Sanderson Electronics has announced revenues up just 6% at £61 .4m,
PBT up 17% and EPS up 15% ☜to a record 10.1p☝in the year to 30th

Sept. 96. Sanderson has made "four significant acquisitions" in the
period, so the revenue growth is pretty disappointing. Although recurring
revenues (from annual licence fees, maintenance etc.) rose from £19m

to £22m and revenues from Sanderson Pacific rose from £12.7m to
£16.6m, this means that new licence renenues from the booming UK
market actually declined. Mind you, you would not think it from the
Chairman's statement. Sanderson shares have hardly sparkled (which
proves yet again that you should take your tips from Techlnvest not us!)
They tell 8% this month to 154p meaning a minimal 8% rise in 1996.
Kewill Systems announced revenues up 20% at £1 9.8m. PBT up 24%
at £3.2m and EPS up 20% in the six months to 30th Sept. 96. Chairman
Kevin Overstall was pleased with this ☜strong growth" and expected
further growth ☜both organically and through strategic acquisition☝. it
looks as though the UK was the strongest performer with operating
pro t up nearly 60%. But pro ts actually dropped by 14% in Germany.
The market was rather impressed with these results marking Kewill up
6% to 499p this month.

We will not waste too much further space on Trace Computers - we
covered the profits warning back in the Sept. edition. Suffice to say that
the actuals were even worse with a £5.13m loss (PBT £483K last time)
on revenues up minimally at £20.5m in the year to 31st May 96. The
loss before property revaluations, goodwill and disposals was £896K -
Trace had estimated £855K two months back.
Anyway Trace now admits that it "is too thinly spread across too many
markets lor its size". We do not have to remind readers that we have
used the same words in our reviews for at least the last five years.

Chairman J Perry says "a programme of disposals of non-core
businesses is being activelypursued" allowing Trace to concentrate on
insurance, nancial and property markets. A new issue back in June 89
at 125p, the shares had fallen to just 12p after the profit warning. They
have recovered well to and Nov. on 23p.
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S&S International plc
Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1992
£20.9m

Revenue

£8.3rn £1.32m

£3.0m £476K

It☂s a Small world
Yet anotherUK company obtained a NASDAQ listing this
month. We might well get to the point where there were

more US IPOs of UK companies in 1996 than main market
floats in London!
Smallworldwide plc was founded in the UK in 1988 by
Richard Newell, Tim Cadman and others. They had
previously founded Cambridge Interactive Systems Ltd
in 1977, developed the Medusa product, sold the company
to Computervision in 1983 for £20m and left when Prime
acquired CV in 1988. Smallworld therefore has distant
links with CadCentre (see p 4) - coincidentally a new UK
float this month.

Other than the founders and directors, the main external
shareholder is Southern Electric with 19.2%. Smallworld
develops client/server software for the spatial design of
complex physical networks. These are used primarily by
telecomms and utility companies like Deutsche Telekom,
Ericsson and others.
In the year to 31st Dec. 95, Smallworld had revenues of

$18m and PET of $242K. However, Smallworld is growing
rapidly with $18.8m revenue and PET of $585K in the
first six months of 1996. Most of the revenue is earned in
Europe with only 17% coming from the US.
The IPO put an approx. value on Smallworld of $77m at
the issue price of $11 . $31 m was raised - $17m of it "new"
money. The share price remained static at the end of Nov.

MAID Is yet another UK
company which has chosen a

EASYACCESSTDTHEHARD FACTS NASDAQ listing so we now

have to get used to quarterly results. In 03 MAID reported

losses reduced from £3.4m to £2.4m although revenues
increased by 37% to £52m.
MAID was a new issue at 110p in Mar 94 and ended Nov.

96 on 246p. This equates to a market cap. of £225m. But,
have no fear, CEO Dan Wagner expects to be back into

profit next year.Do you ever feel you are in the wrong
business? Dan☂s Dad John sold 23m of his MAID stock

this month.t.he still has £15m worth left though.

(SSA hits accounting snag
System Software Associates (SSA) (which many
readers will know of via their BPCS product and others

because they "merged" with Martin Anderson and Jane
Tozer☂s highly regarded Softwright in Oct. 95) has not had
a good year. Firstly they have plunged into losses on
revenues $30m lower (at $75m) in 03, setting off a slide
in their share price from $28 to $10. This month they fired
their auditors Price Waterhouse for requesting SSA to
restate their 1994 and 1995 accounts due to the dreaded

revenue recognition issue. This had dogged products
companies like Oracle in the past, but we thought that

stricter rules meant this was a thing of the past.
SSA's COO Terry Osbourne has resigned (totally

unconnected we are assured)tc become non exec

Chairman of SSA Europe.

   

   
  

IBM wins British Steel »out☁sourcing....the Big Blue Giant sleeps no more!
>_ (it page story last ,mohthon'the growth ☜3M UK☁s Global Services to the unrivalled #1 supplier

to a UK market, IBM have topped it all by anno'urs'qing their biggest ever outsourcing contract...won this
' ntense competition from Cap Gemini UK (Hosk☁yns) and EDS-The deal is worth ☜at least☂iiSSOm over a

d involves over 600 staff'transfer ngto tam. We reckon that, with the recent gteomlto year (teat
Vftromee ralecident. IBM UK☂s outsourcihg☁revenues are now On an annual run rate of least £25m: p.a.'

' ko'n that we got last month☂s estimate of IBM UK + Data Sciences UK revenues in 1996 wrong. Rather
☂ than .it's more likely to be nearerto £700m.Atter decades oi falsely tearing the ☜threat☝ from IBM in sen crx,
you are advrsed to take them seriously now, the Big Blue Giant sleeps no more!
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Sorry, sorry, sorry
We had quite a few requests to point out "errors(?)"in last
month's System House. We do try very hard to get our
facts right...but it's usually our opinions which upset
readers! Anyway, I guess we should be pleased that
people care so much!

Sorry Bob... __
We reported Bob Williams, CEO at DCS, as saying that
he would be "disappointed if sales are not £100m and
profits £15m by 1998 or at least 1999".
Williams contends that he never said this but did agree
his "ambition was to achieve 15% margins over the next
two to three years". As ☜size is becoming increasingly
important especially in bidding for outsourcing contracts☝
Williams said that ☜£100m was a significant milestone"

but did not specify the timescale.

Sorry Bill...
Our report on Morse Group last month was affected by
the gremlins. We did not wish to imply that Chairman Bill

Passmore owned 50% of the equity afterthe MBO - indeed

he holds none. It is the managers who hold that stake.
Anyway, Morse is doing very well and we still expect a
float before too long.

Sorry Tim..
Tim Simon of Mondas was a bit unhappy with our

statement last month that Quotient had ☜a pretty

chequered record☝. Given that Quotient produced a 22-
times return for its shareholders in the ten years it was a

quoted company before being acquired byACT for £27.2m
in 1991 ...Simon has a point! We were just referring to the
plunge into losses post ☜big bang"...but many other
financial services companies had similar records.
Anyway, we are delighted to report the excellent reception
of Mondas on AIM. Launched at 75p, Mondas ended their
first month up an excellent 21% at 91 p.

ls Tomb Raider on your Christmas list?
There is something about our industry that dictates that
IBM winning the £350m British Steel outsourcing contract
against such rivals as Cap Gemini UK (Hoskyns) and EDS
is "real computing☝but computer games software is hardly
worthy of serious comment.
In a way you canunderstand. but games software is one
market in which the UK leads the world. We are led to
believe that over 40% of the games software sold in the
world have lPFl☂s residing with UK-based companies.
In addition, if you are a serious Stock Exchange punter (of
course, we never give share tips) you just could not beat
an investment in Eidos. Even if you hadcome in at the
float in Dec. 90 at 100p your shares would now be worth 8-
times more at 818p. But if you had taken the tip Connor
McCarthy of Techinvest gave when they had sunk to their
low, you could be sitting on a 1200% gain. They do not
come better than that!
But it would bethe seriously naive of you to expect this
company to make any profits. Indeed latest results for the
six months to 30th Sept. 96 show losses of £4.71m on
revenues of £20.5m. Readers would expect comparisons
with previous periods...but since last year Eidos has
acquired Domark. Simis, Big Red Software and (the largest
of the lot) CentreGold...so, frankly, the comparisons are
meaningless.
Eidos now has a UK market cap. of £1 09m and is embarking
on a NASDAQ IPO - the nth company featured in this
month☂s System House so to do. You would have expected
the IPO to have taken something of a knock this month on
news that Eidos is putting two of its subsidiaries (acquired
as part of the CentreGold deal) into the US equivalent of
receivership - with debts to Eidos of ESOOK. But the Eidos
share price rose 3% on the news - evidence, perhaps, of
the new world order.
Tomb Raider? Well that☁s Eidos☂ new computer game for

Christmas which has so
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